
The possible recent turn of sentiments and how that should start to shape our cities 
- An architectural study using soft methods and variables of research. 
 
In the mid-20th century, Paris was a city overwhelmed by its growing population. With this, 
Parisians began to develop a sentiment and desire for solitude; a protection from the thousands 
of strangers was needed. The Parisian cafes, noticing this sentiment, began to transform its 
communal tables into personal tables. Such tables were reserved to the lone man and his close 
circle. From the change in tables to the change in the individual seating arrangements in public 
transport, Paris began to re-shape.  

 In present-day American cities, the american could hardly phantom being obligated to 
sit next to strangers while trying to enjoy dinner at a restaurant. The anticipation of discomfort, 
combined with an expectation of solitude, has made the desire of a private space become part 
of american culture. Similarly to Paris, our cities have been designed for the individual. The 
average routine of a middle aged adult living in relatively young American city such as Miami is 
highly isolative. The every-day life is composed of  the private room in a low-density 
neighborhood, the private car, private office in the work-space, the private restaurant table… 

But social conditions are temporal, people’s sentiments and needs change faster than 
culture. Is it possible that the American living in a city such as Miami may feel isolated from its 
surroundings? How much personal space is it really desired in modern-day America. Our cities 
may be possibly failing at satisfying a desire that is not yet projected simply due to the fact that 
culture has not yet been readjusted.  

Our surroundings are shaped by social aspects, site/place, and technological 
innovations. 

As architects and urban planners, it is essential to assume certain human desires. 
Although highly subjective and largely reliant on soft sciences such as psychology, it is the tool 
available to the creation of liveable and enjoyable spaces.  

This is a study of the current sentiment towards private space and isolation. The current 
un-projected desire will be analysed with a purpose to inform whether social aspects (culture?) 
have changed, and thus whether the American city must also change. The study will be 
conducted on a group of mixed-age, mixed-gender group of inhabitants of the city of Miami and 
its surroundings. These subjects will be tested without the knowledge of the purpose of the 
study.  

The study will be materialized through the use of analogous means, digital means, and a 
combination of the two. As a product of this, as secondary study will be conducted with the 
purpose of analyzing whether the modern-day American is more responsive to the digital, or 
whether the same reaction can be gathered from the non-digital. This will be a study of whether 
digitalization tends to be more effective when relating to human interaction and experience. 
Depending on the findings, it will potentially speed up the rate in which cities change. By 
understanding digital impact on the population, we can create more interactive cities, with or 
without digitalization. 

In general, this is a study that will aid in reforming the way American cities are shaped in 
order to more accurately satisfy temporal social conditions. 
 



Scheme  
 

“What is real anyways?” 
Anticipation - leads to go a certain way. Social construct, you go where you belong.  

Expectations - imagine on the way, possibilities of what you might see.  

Projected desire - what leads you to anticipate and expect in the same way. Being 
surrounded by a lot of people, see work, meet someone..etc. Do i want to be with a lot of 
people? Do I want to meet with someone?  

Personal Space - people to people, people to city, 
people’s place in their constructed reality.  
Constructed reality- based on culture  
Path, start and destination.  
Level of awareness: fabricated piece, people  around you, game / activity 
Level of comfort - watering down experience, testing if comfort is priority in the end.  

Time, how long do you want to stay there?  
Freedom of movement - how do people arrange themselves?  
Custom digital era and the snail shell  
Personal Space v territory, personal space is carried around, has the body at its center.  
Structure 

Variables: method of data collection, to what level of responsiveness (comfort, 
awareness) do people react best?  
Do we really need digital to be attracted, aware, responsive to people and surroundings?  
 
Notes on Project Introduction  

We are representing an urban issue  - a field  

Lone man, and his private table  

Desire of private space in public 
environment 

Routine - isolative, low density, private  
Fast changing needs of people - how much personal space do we want? Does it need 
to be readjusted?  
Essential human desires - livable and enjoyable - tools for design  

 



Method 
 
The purpose of this research is to understand the current changing social conditions in order to 
better understand the future changes that will be needed on the urban environment. Two factors 
will be studied, one that has shaped the american city (personal space) and one that will cause 
major changes to the american city (digitalization). Both subjects are of current concern to the 
reshaping of our cities. 
 
 


